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Methodology: Online Experiment (between-subjects design)
►

2 (appeal: individualistic or collectivistic)

x

2 (tone: humor or non-humor)

x

2 (protagonist gender: male or female)

22 minutes
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Video Production
Experimental Design
Gender

Protagonist role filled by
Munna (male) or Mini (female).
Same script.
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Video Production
Experimental Design

Gender

Protagonist role filled by
Munna (male) or Mini (female).
Same script.

Humor/
Serious

Similar content, humor added
through delivery, word choice,
and use of dialect. Subtle
soundtrack differences.

Individual/
Collective

Script either emphasizes
vaccination to benefit self or to
benefit family/community.
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Link to video

Video sample: Collectivistic, Humor, Female Protagonist
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Recruitment

Incentive of ₹200 PhonePe/Google Pay upon completion of survey.
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Description of the Sample
N = 2,349
Female

73%

Education

Age
< 20 yrs

21.2%

Primary

5.1%

20-25 yrs

32.0

Secondary

10.2

25-30 yrs

27.2

Post-secondary

30.3

Some college

16.7

College grad

37.7

> 30 yrs

19.7
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COVID Vaccination Status

1st dose

99.6%

2nd dose

95.6%

Booster

18.6%
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Can collectivistic orientation, humor, and protagonist gender be
manipulated?
Humor versus serious appeal
The video was humorous; it made me laugh (1=serious…… 5=funny)
= 2.27 (SD = 1.05), t = 29.42, p < .001
Protagonist gender
Male protagonist (78.6% accurate), female protagonist (72.1% accurate), X2 = 13.67, p <
.001
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Can collectivistic orientation, humor, and protagonist gender be
manipulated? Did the manipulations work?
►

Collectivistic-oriented video perceived as more collectivistic than
individualistic-oriented video

Humorous appeal perceived as more humorous than serious appeal

Protagonist gender correctly identified
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Can collectivistic orientation, humor, and protagonist gender be
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Viewing Duration

• Male viewer > female viewers
• People with less education >
people with higher education
• No difference by age or
experimental condition
(Video duration: 1 min 55 sec)
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Outcomes, after Exposure to Video
►

Vaccine acceptance (before and after watching the videos):
► 6 items: vaccines are important, safe, effective, necessary, convenient, affordable
Asked before and after watching the video
5-point scale
 = .95 (pre),  = .89 (post)
Pre: M = 4.23 (0.81) to Post: M = 4.17 (0.75), t = 4.95, p < .001
Reduction in acceptance: 32%
No change in acceptance: 47%
Improvement in acceptance: 21%
Predictors of improvement in acceptance
Male viewers (p < .05)
Not having a skeptical attitude (p < .001)
Watching the video more often (p < .05)
Watching the humorous video (p < .001)
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Discussion
►

Possible to draw a large number of viewers to vaccine videos

Possible to manipulate type of orientation, message appeal, and protagonist gender
Two minutes appears to be optimal duration
Vaccine videos can increase skepticism among some viewers
Humorous appeal appears the best strategy for reducing skepticism
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Thank You!
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